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Abstract
The intention of this project is to develop a brainwave classification system that will help
restore the independence of those with severe motor function impairments. While current brain
computer interface (BCI) technology offers a means of control for those with limited mobility,
severely motor disabled individuals represent a population in need of methods to restore
independent motor control. Thus, the objective of our project is to utilize neural signals from
electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings to develop a machine learning classifier. Since our
specific goal is to help those with limited mobility, we are focusing on motion imagery tasks
which elicit a specific mu rhythm in the brain wave that occurs over the sensorimotor cortex.
Using this principle, we can use EEG recordings of subjects imagining moving their limbs to
extract particular features that can be used as motionless commands. The first stage of our
project involves identifying a suitable motion imagery data set. This is followed by a
pre-processing stage that involves filtering and transforming the signals. After performing
necessary processing on our dataset, we train our machine learning model with the goal of
developing a classification system in which test data sets can be entered and motion imagery
command features can be automatically extracted and eventually utilized for the BCI.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Problem
Over 5.4 million people are affected by some form of paralysis in the US alone [2]. Of
these cases, 1,462,220 people suffer from spinal cord injuries, with only 1% experiencing full
recovery. These individuals who suffer strokes, brain or spinal cord injuries, and
neurodegenerative diseases experience a loss in motor function of varying degrees. Those who
experience a severe loss in motor function may lose their ability to function independently within
society. For example, 41.8% of individuals with paralysis report an inability to work, resulting in
almost one third of those with paralysis having an annual household income of less than $15,000
[2]. Overall, the large number of individuals who are impacted by the negative effects of any
paraplegia warrants the need for a system in which independent control can be restored despite
physical disabilities.

1.2 Goal
The objective of our project is to utilize motion imagery EEG data to develop a
brainwave classification system that will help restore the independence of those with severe
motor function impairments. The central idea is to develop technology that is able to assist
individuals who are physically impaired by providing a method of control that enables them to
substitute normal physical movement with solely neural commands. Our initial intentions were
to gather EEG data in person and eventually utilize the EEG device to operate a motorized
system in real time; however, due to the limitations of the COVID 19 pandemic, we decided it
would be more feasible to utilize readily available public datasets for developing a deep learning
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classifier capable of distinguishing between active and resting mental states. By focusing on
motion imagery tasks that require no physical movement, the classification system can be
applied towards brain computer interface technology to assist those with limited motor function.
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Chapter 2: Background and Significance
2.1 Electroencephalography
The human brain consists of over 100 billion brain cells–called neurons–that function by
sending electrical signals to one another in highly complex and interconnected networks. The
nature and characteristics of the electrical signals generated by neurons vary across different
mental states. To measure and distinguish these variations in the brain's electrical signals,
electroencephalography (EEG) devices can be utilized. EEG devices use flat, metal disk
electrodes to pick up electrical signals over the surface of the scalp [3]. By placing the electrodes
in a particular orientation, specific activity over a given lobe of the brain can be recorded and
honed in on using a particular channel of the EEG devices.
While raw EEG data itself appears noisy and unstructured, different preprocessing and
filtering techniques can be utilized to achieve clearer signals. After applying these techniques,
five basic patterns can be distinguished that represent unique brain waves linked to distinct
functions. These brain waves are the delta wave (0-4 Hz; linked to deep sleep), theta wave (4-7
Hz; linked to light sleep), alpha wave (8-13 Hz; linked to relaxed awake state), beta wave (14-30
Hz; linked to alertness and concentration), and gamma wave (>30 Hz; linked to peak focus) [4,
5].
In addition to the well known brain rhythms listed above, there exists a variant of the
alpha wave known as the mu wave. This brain rhythm is apparent over the sensorimotor cortex,
and is closely related to the resting state of motor neurons. The mu wave is suppressed during
movement planning, or when individuals think about performing a movement [6]. As such,
motion imagery tasks of individuals imagining moving are capable of causing measurable
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changes in the presence of the mu wave over the sensorimotor cortex. We will discuss the mu
wave in more detail in later sections, as its principles are fundamental to our project.

2.2 Brain Computer Interface
From the ability to record and distinguish neural activity, brain computer interfaces
(BCIs) can be developed. BCIs are devices capable of acquiring EEG signals either
non-invasively or invasively by placing electrodes on the scalp or surface of the brain, and
transmitting the data to a local device for processing and feature extraction [7]. Once neural
signals are collected and processed, machine learning and pattern classification algorithms can
be implemented to translate desired features into commands. These commands are then used as
feedback to control a local robot device, allowing individuals to perform physical or digital tasks
through only neural commands. BCIs of particular interest to our project are those developed
using external EEG recording devices. These are particularly attractive because they are the most
accessible due to their ability to directly measure neural activity, while also remaining relatively
inexpensive, and non-invasive in nature [8].

2.3 Current Technology
BCI technology has made significant advancements over the past few decades. While
both invasive and noninvasive BCIs exist today, noninvasive EEG based BCIs are of particular
interest to our project design, and were the focus of our literature search:

2.3.1 Brain Computer Interface Based Control of Wheel Chair
In 2012, a group from the South China University of Technology developed EEG based
electronic wheelchair BCI [9]. Their specific goal was to allow the user to have control of both
9

direction and speed of the device using only neural commands. To accomplish this, they
attempted to develop neural commands from both motion imagery signals and P300 potentials,
which is an event related potential that occurs during the decision making process. To detect
motion imagery tasks, the group first filtered the raw EEG signal with common average
reference and a 8-32 Hz band-pass filter. They then used the one versus the rest common spatial
patterns method for task classification, training four linear discriminant analysis classifiers. For
P300 signal classification, the EEG signals were first filtered between 0.1 and 20 Hz. They then
extracted the P300 feature by reducing the data to a 600 ms segment and downsampled the
segment to generate a feature vector. They were ultimately able to achieve an average
classification accuracy rate in discriminating between motion imagery task and no motion
imagery of 71.68%, and an average classification accuracy rate in discriminating between P300
signal and no P300 signal of 80.44%.

2.3.2 EEG Based Neural Prosthetic
In 2016, a group from the Biomedical Engineering Department of Minnesota developed a
BCI for the control of a robotic arm using non-invasive motor imagination signal detection [10].
Their ultimate goal was to validate the development of neural prosthetics capable of reach and
automatic grasp. Their EEG data came from 13 recruits who completed various motion imagery
tasks involving imagined motions of the hands while being recorded by a 64 channel EEG.
Participants learned to modulate their sensorimotor rhythm amplitude in the upper mu
(10–14 Hz) frequency band through repeated trials. Raw EEG data was filtered with a 0.5-200
Hz bandpass filter, as well as a 60 Hz notch filter. The C3 and C4 channels as well as the
surrounding electrodes over the motor cortex were honed in on. To extract features from the EEG
activity over these regions, the channels were first filtered by a small Laplacian filter before
10

being fed into an autoregressive model to extract power spectra features. After implementing a
custom made C++ program to control the commercial robotic arm used in the study, the subjects
were able to obtain an average percent valid correct–a representation of task learning and
completion rate–of over 95% for particular tasks. These results validate the potential of
non-invasive EEG based prosthetic BCIs.
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Chapter 3: Experimental Methods and
Materials
3.1 System Overview
3.1.1 Programming Platform
To access the information of the EEG data set, we utilized the MATLAB programming
platform and EEGLAB, a MATLAB toolbox capable of processing continuous and event-related
EEG signals [11]. After importing the EEG data contained within the European Data Format
(EDF) type files, we saved the data as matrices within MATLAB, which we then manipulated
and processed according to our designed classification method.

3.1.2 Mu Wave
In the preprocessing step for the raw EEG signals we wanted to focus on the mu rhythms
which are thought to be contained within the frequency band between 8-13 Hz [12]. These waves
are thought to represent a resting activity in the sensorimotor cortex, which has been observed to
become suppressed when an individual makes a movement or an intended movement [12]. This
is largely relevant in the case of differentiating between signals produced when an individual is
at rest and those produced when one performs a motor imagery task. We expect to observe more
rhythm activity when the individual is at rest, and less activity when the individual is performing
or intending to perform a movement.
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3.1.3 Project Focus
BCIs, as discussed previously, are systems designed to translate EEG signals from the
brain into commands that can be performed by computer devices. The objective of this
technology is to help those with limited mobility by aiding with functions that they are unable to
carry out independently. The original aim of this project was to demonstrate the feasibility of
such a system by developing a device capable of several basic movements based on an
individual’s motor imagery commands in a real-time environment. However, due to certain
limitations and restrictions, we were unable to obtain our own data and experiment with data
collection and construction of such a device. We refocused our attention on developing the signal
processing model component for the proposed system to contribute to research in feature
extraction of EEG signals.

3.1.4 Structure
This project is structured into four general parts. The first step of the procedure is the
import of the data into MATLAB, where the EEG signals are extracted and then preprocessed to
remove unwanted artifacts present in the raw data. The second step involves the transformation
of the preprocessed EEG signals into spectrogram plots which are visual plots of Short-Time
Fourier Transforms (STFT) that provide information about frequency and power of particular
frequencies over time. This processing step aims to portray the data as images to disclose any
patterns indicative of specific signals. The third part is the use of these generated spectrograms to
train a convolutional neural network for feature extraction and signal classification based on the
analysis of high level features. The fourth step is the use of this trained network to classify
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signals so that raw EEG signals can be differentiated accurately into the target tasks that they
represent.
Following our initial results, we conducted this process a second time while utilizing
modified preprocessing, network, and training specifications.

3.2 Data Set
3.2.1 EEG Motor Movement/Imagery Dataset
For this project, we utilized a data set obtained from PhysioNet, an online database for
complex physiologic signals [13]. This data set consists of over 1500 one- and two-minute EEG
recordings from 109 volunteers, recorded using the BCI2000 system using a 64-channel
electrode system at a sampling rate of 160 Hz [14]. Each individual performed 14 experimental
runs which consisted of two baseline recordings, the first with eyes open, and the second with
eyes closed, and four different assigned tasks which utilized the procedures below, as they were
described in the study [14]:

1. A target appears on either the left or the right side of the screen. The subject opens and
closes the corresponding fist until the target disappears. Then the subject relaxes.
2. A target appears on either the left or the right side of the screen. The subject imagines
opening and closing the corresponding fist until the target disappears. Then the subject
relaxes.
3. A target appears on either the top or the bottom of the screen. The subject opens and
closes either both fists (if the target is on top) or both feet (if the target is on the bottom)
until the target disappears. Then the subject relaxes.
4. A target appears on either the top or the bottom of the screen. The subject imagines
opening and closing either both fists (if the target is on top) or both feet (if the target is on
the bottom) until the target disappears. Then the subject relaxes.
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For the purpose of our design, we utilized sample signals describing motor-imagery tasks,
as well as the baseline measurements as a means of comparison. In total, there were 109 samples
each for both of the baseline runs, and 327 samples each for both selected tasks. We designated
the recordings as listed on Table 3.1 for this study.

Task Name

Task Description

Task 1

Baseline, eyes open

Task 2

Baseline, eyes closed

Task 3

Imagine opening and closing left/right fist (Task 2 in the
original study)

Task 4

Imagine opening and closing both fists/feet (Task 4 in
the original study)

Table 3.1: List of tasks used in this study, which includes two baseline measurements and two
different motor imagery tasks.

3.2.2 Electrode Selection
This data set was recorded using the international 10/10 system and is described by a 64
channel layout for EEG recording [14]. Each recording consists of 64 individual EEG signals
which were sampled from each channel [14]. We focused on the C3 and C4 EEG electrode sites
which are positioned over the sensorimotor area of the brain, and are shown to be related to
motor imagery tasks [12]. Due to the complexity of the network training, our analysis only uses
processed data from the C3 electrode EEG signals.
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Figure 3.1. Electrode placement and channel locations used for the system in the collection of the
data [14].

3.3 Signal Processing and Analysis
3.3.1 Filter
It is common for researchers to implement filters to preprocess raw signals to remove
unwanted noise that is inevitably present from the experimental process. Common sources for
noise in EEG signal recordings can come from the external environment, such as power lines and
electronic equipment, and physiological sources which include the electrical activity of the
patient’s heart and muscles [15]. High-pass and low-pass filtering are commonly already used to
filter out these unwanted frequencies below and above selected cutoff frequencies, respectively,
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during the recording and acquisition of the EEG data. Another option is the use of an
anti-aliasing filter which is a lowpass filter with a cutoff frequency equivalent to the nyquist
frequency [16]. This type of filter is designed to remove any frequencies that exceed the desired
band limit in the case of signals recorded using insufficient sampling rates [16].
Band-pass filtering is commonly used to suppress and remove parts of signals to enable a
focus on a specific frequency band. To focus on the mu rhythm frequency band, we designed a
band-pass filter to isolate the 8-13 Hz frequencies within the signal. For the initial design of our
filter, we utilized a Chebyshev Type II filter, with a passband frequency set to 8-13 Hz, stopband
frequency to 7.5-13.5 Hz, passband ripple to 1 dB, and stopband ripple to 30 dB. The Chebyshev
Type II filter design was used over the more commonly utilized Butterworth method due to its
characteristics that include a similarly maximally flat passband, but steeper roll-off, which
maximizes the transition between the pass and stop regions [17].
For the second design of our filter, we modified the Chebyshev Type II filter
specifications to a passband frequency of 7-14 Hz, stopband frequency of 6.5-14.5 Hz, and
maintained the passband ripple of 1 dB, and stopband ripple of 30 dB.
A comparison between the raw EEG signal and filtered signal is plotted in Fig 3.2. The
graph indicates the removal of unwanted frequencies and a focus on the specific frequency band
for further use in analysis of the signal.
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Figure 3.2. An EEG signal before and after it was filtered using the bandpass filter.

3.3.2 Spectrograms
Spectrograms are two-dimensional visual plots that are used to display the strength of
particular frequencies over time for the entire length of a signal or wave [18]. They are useful in
helping to characterize between different continuous signals by indicating specific patterns that
occur in the frequency content. As a result, they are commonly used in scientific fields such as
biology for animal calls, engineering for machinery analysis, and seismology for earthquake and
vibration analysis [18]. This is also potentially a useful tool in analyzing EEG signals. This form
of data representation is thought to be especially useful in analyzing time varying signals for
patterns, which are present in the data we are analyzing.
A spectrogram is typically plotted with a vertical axis for the frequency, and a horizontal
axis for the time. The power, or amplitude, of the frequency at a given point in time of the signal
is indicated by a third dimension represented by the color [18]. A darker blue color corresponds
with lower power and a brighter color corresponds with higher power of the particular frequency.
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Figure 3.3. A spectrogram for the filtered baseline eyes closed signal from the C3 electrode.
Spectrograms utilize the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) mathematical
computation to generate the multidimensional, intensity plots. An STFT operates by separating
the initial signal into segments, and applying fourier transforms to each of them [19]. All of these
calculated frequency components are then collected together and plotted as a spectrogram. There
are multiple key parameters used in the design of such a transform: the window size and the
number of FFT points used in the STFT [20]. The specific width of the segment, the window,
determines the number of samples will be in each segment. The amount of overlapping
determines the number of points shared by adjacent windows, which significantly affects the
frequency localization and improves the measurement time ‘resolution’ and visual effects of the
plot. The number of FFT points used for computation in each segment affect the frequency and
time resolutions of the spectrogram plot.
To generate the spectrograms for the first trial of training and testing, we ran each filtered
signal through MATLAB code and saved them as images without the axes and color bar. Because
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some of the signals were of different length, we decided to only generate plots using the first
9000 samples of data to make them more comparable by the network. This length corresponds to
a recording time of approximately 55 seconds. We used 320 FFT points per calculation for each
segment resulting in a frequency resolution of 0.5 Hz, which corresponds to a length of two
seconds. A 66.7% window overlap was used to generate plots with good frequency localization
and visual improvement of the spectrogram.

Figure 3.4. A spectrogram for a sample of a task 2 signal from the C3 electrode using trial 1
specifications.
For the second trial of training and testing, we changed the FFT to use 160 instead of 320
samples for each segment, which improved the time resolution but compromised the frequency
resolution. The 66.7% window overlap remained unchanged.
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Figure 3.5. A spectrogram for a sample of a task 2 signal from the C3 electrode using trial 2
specifications.

3.4 Machine Learning
3.4.1 Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
A CNN is a deep-learning model that usually takes pixel values of images as inputs to
perform classification by learning features that represent specific patterns or arrangements [21].
The general architecture of such a network consists of different layers responsible for performing
different processes. Convolutional layers, which are the basis of the network, transform the
initial input using a filter that slides across the input image and computes multiplications using a
filter bank which results in a mapping of the original input as a smaller array called a feature map
[21]. By organizing the units as feature maps, the filters perform feature extraction by identifying
distinct features such as colors and curves within an image through the formation of highly
correlated values in the array data. After convolution, the resulting array is passed through a
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nonlinear function such as ReLu to help control locational motifs and prevent overfitting [21].
There are also pooling layers which are present in-between the convolutional layers to help
preserve the entirety of the data by merging similar features present in the calculated feature
maps [21]. The entire network consists of many of these layers which allows for the generation
of activation maps capable of identifying complex features that may not be obvious to the human
eye.
After the initial stages in the network which consist of convolutional and pooling layers,
to detect and differentiate the high-level features, a layer called the fully connected layer present
at the end of the network takes the input from the previous layer and classifies it by outputting a
vector that represents the probability of the initial input image being a certain type. This
prediction comes from values in the final activation map that represent certain features that
pertain to that type [22]. The layer correlates the high level features to the particular classes and
computes the products between the weights and the previous layer to calculate the probabilities
for the identification of the different classes.

3.4.2 Transfer Learning
Transfer learning is a machine learning technique in which an existing, pre-trained model
is used for a new set of data [23]. Developing a completely new model is extremely complicated
and time consuming, and requires an extensive amount of data for training in order to obtain any
meaningful results. The use of transfer learning is motivated by the need for less training data
and faster training times, which increases the efficiency and efficiency of deep learning projects.
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3.4.3 ResNet-50 Architecture
The ResNet-50 convolutional neural network is 50 layers deep and exists as a pretrained
network on ImageNet database [24] for the classification of objects into 1000 different
categories. The network design is composed of five convolutional layers as shown in Table 3.2
[25], and the structure of the architecture is shown in Figure 3.6 [24]. For this study, we utilized
ResNet-50 to develop a machine learning model for the classification of EEG signals through
transfer learning.

Layer Name

Output Size

Layers (Kernel Size, Filters)

Repeats

conv1

112x112

7x7, 64, stride 2

-

conv2_x

56x56

3x3 max pool, stride 2

-

1x1, 64
3x3, 64
1x1, 256

3

conv3_x

28x28

1x1, 128
3x3, 128
1x1, 512

4

conv4_x

14x14

1x1, 256
3x3, 256
1x1, 1024

6

conv5_x

7x7

1x1, 512
3x3, 512
1x1, 2048

3

-

1x1

average pool, 1000-way FC with softmax

-

Table 3.2: The architecture specifications for a ResNet-50 convolutional neural network [25].
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Figure 3.6: Structure of the ResNet-50 convolutional neural network
For the first trial, we used this model to classify between signals from the two baseline
and two task recordings. The architecture was adapted by changing the fully connected layer to
four output categories. ResNet-50 utilizes an input image size of 224-by-224, so the
spectrograms were resized to match this size.
For the second trial, we used this model to classify between signals from the two baseline
and two task recordings, but only classified between two tasks at a time. The architecture was
adapted by changing the fully connected layer to two output categories for a binary
classification. The spectrograms were cropped and also resized to match the same appropriate
size.
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3.4.4 Training
CNNs utilize a process called backpropagation to train the fully connected layer so that it
can identify features on the feature maps [21]. This procedure applies a chain rule of derivatives
to optimize the weights for the model by minimizing the value calculated by a loss function. The
training accuracy of the model represents how accurately the network classifies the training set
of the data. The validation accuracy of the model is a predicted measure of how accurately the
network is able to classify an entirely new set of data. The testing accuracy of the model
represents how accurate the network actually was on the separate set of data.
In this study, a pretrained ResNet-50 CNN model was installed into MATLAB, and
loaded using the deep network designer app.

3.4.5 Testing
After the training of each network, the network was saved into the MATLAB workspace.
Then, a separate set of data was passed through the network and a value was calculated to
determine the overall accuracy of the newly trained network.
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Chapter 4: Results
4.1 Trial 1
In the training of this model, we separated the data: 70% for training, 15% for validation,
and 15% for testing. The network training utilized the sgdm (stochastic gradient descent with
momentum) optimizer, set at a learning rate of 0.001, with a batch size of 32. The network
reached a training accuracy of approximately 60% and a validation accuracy of 36.51% after the
final iteration of training. After running the test data through this training model, it achieved a
23.96% accuracy.

Figure 4.1. Training progress of the model for classification between the two baseline and task 2
and 4 signals

4.2 Trial 2
In the training of these models, we separated the data in the same way as we did for trial
1: 70% for training, 15% for validation, and 15% for testing. The network training utilized the
sgdm optimizer, set at a learning rate of 0.001, with a batch size of 32.
26

Figure 4.2. Training progress of the model for binary classification of the task 1 and task 3
recordings.
The network model for binary classification of task 1 and task 3 recordings reached a
training accuracy of approximately 80% and a validation accuracy of 60.32% after the final
iteration of training. After running the test data through this training model, it achieved a 55.21%
accuracy.

Figure 4.3. Training progress of the model for binary classification of the task 1 and task 4
recordings.
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The network model for binary classification of the task 1 and 4 recordings reached a
training accuracy of approximately 80% and a validation accuracy of 65.08% after the final
iteration of training. After running the test data through this training model, it achieved a 57.29%
accuracy.

Figure 4.4. Training progress of the model for binary classification of the task 3 and task 4
recordings.
The network model for binary classification of the task 3 and task 4 recordings reached a
training accuracy of approximately 55% and a validation accuracy of 50.00% after the final
iteration of training. After running the test data through this training model, it achieved a 50.00%
accuracy. A summary of these experimental results is listed in table 4.1.

Model

Training Accuracy

Validation Accuracy

Testing Accuracy

Four tasks

~60%

36.51%

23.96%

Binary for 1 and 3

~80%

60.32%

55.21%

Binary for 1 and 4

~80%

65.08%

57.29%

Binary for 3 and 4

~55%

50.00%

50.00%

Table 4.1: Summary of experimental results from trials 1 and 2.
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4.3 Discussion
To summarize our results, the four-type classification network only produced a testing
accuracy of 23.96%, which indicates no ability to differentiate between the type of signal.
Similarly, the 50.00% accuracy for task 2 and task 4 classification network indicated that the
model still had difficulty classifying between the MI tasks. In contrast, for the binary
classification networks, the testing accuracy values of 55.21% and 57.29% suggested that the
retrained networks found some differences between baseline and MI tasks. While there were
indications that the rhythm activity in the sensorimotor cortex can be detected through mu
rhythm analysis which we expected, the accuracy of the models is not high enough to
substantiate any claims. An accuracy of above 95% would be needed to have any significance,
and any actual implementation of a processing model would need to have an accuracy of nearly
100% for the safe operation of any medical device
It is possible that in order to differentiate between different motor imagery states, we
have to expand our signal frequency analysis band to include frequencies relating to other waves.
Further, it is also likely that we did not have sufficient data to enable the network to develop
activation maps for more complex features, observed by the low training accuracies in the
retrained models. Another potential problem was the high variability between different patients.
The signals for the same tasks may have varied drastically from person to person resulting in
difficulty for the network to find patterns in the features for extraction and classification.
For projects in the future, the classifier could benefit from the use of different filters.
Analysis of the waves other than the mu rhythms alone could result in the design of a more
effective network model. Another potential improvement could be achieved by better optimizing
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the time and frequency resolutions to generate better spectrograms for training. We also observed
that increasing the amount of data would benefit the solver to more effectively perform feature
extraction. This data would be best acquired and trained for the same individual and contain
more repetitions per sample recording. Another potential improvement would be to train and test
a custom-made CNN model. The use of a pretrained model is not ideal, due to the large
difference in the type and number of classes of images being classified.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
In this study, the CNN models were successfully utilized to a certain degree in the
classification of EEG recordings pertaining to different tasks. The models were able to calculate
differences between resting state and motor imagery signals, showing that the mu rhythm method
of analysis has potential for application after further research. The testing accuracies are below
60%, which indicates the need for an improvement in our preprocessing steps and overall design
of the model to increase the classification accuracy.
To improve the accuracy of the model, future work can take multiple approaches. The
inclusion of a greater volume of data with lower variability could be utilized to improve the
performance of the network. The design of a CNN from scratch would also greatly improve the
performance of the model. We highly recommend that any further research considers the use of a
wide range of frequency waves, to better distinguish between different motor imagery states.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Trial 1 Spectrogram Plotting
clc
clear all
close all
eeglab_path = fileparts(which('eeglab.m')); % get EEGLAB path
[ALLEEG EEG CURRENTSET ALLCOM] = eeglab; % start EEGLAB
pop_editoptions( 'option_storedisk', 0); % Change option to process multiple
datasets
set(0,'DefaultFigureWindowStyle','docked'); %docks figures
%create folders to store plotted spectrogrms
mkdir(eeglab_path,'physionet_files');
mkdir(fullfile(eeglab_path,'physionet_files'),'Testing');
mkdir(fullfile(eeglab_path,'physionet_files'),'Training');
for k = 1:4
mkdir(fullfile(eeglab_path,'physionet_files','Testing'),sprintf('Task%d',k));
mkdir(fullfile(eeglab_path,'physionet_files','Training'),sprintf('Task%d',k));
end
for j = 1:109
foldernum = strcat('S',num2str(j,'%03.f')); %set folder path
close all
for i = [1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14]
filename = fullfile(eeglab_path, 'physionet', foldernum,...
strcat(foldernum,'R',num2str(i,'%02.f'),'.edf'));
OUTEEG = pop_biosig( filename);
data = [OUTEEG.data(9,:); OUTEEG.data(11,:) ; OUTEEG.data(13,:)];
% loading data
Ts= OUTEEG.xmax;% sampling period
Fs= OUTEEG.srate;%sampling frequency
[N,nu]=size(data);%obtain size of data
%band-pass filter
Fn = Fs/2;
% Nyquist Frequency (Hz)
Wp = [8 13]/Fn;
% Passband Frequency (Normalised)
Ws = [7.5 13.5]/Fn;
% Stopband Frequency (Normalised)
Rp =
1;
% Passband Ripple (dB)
Rs = 30;
% Stopband Ripple (dB)
[n,Ws] = cheb2ord(Wp,Ws,Rp,Rs);
% Filter Order
[z,p,k] = cheby2(n,Rs,Ws);
% Filter Design
[sosbp,gbp] = zp2sos(z,p,k);
% Convert To Second-Order-Section For Stability
figure(3);
freqz(sosbp, 2^16, Fs);
% Filter Bode Plot
x1 = filtfilt(sosbp, gbp, double(data(1,:)));
% Filter Signal
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%Spectrogram
hsp = figure;
Wind = 160; %window size
%spectrogram(x,window,overlap,NFFT,fs)
spectrogram(x1(1,1:9000),Wind,floor(Wind/1.5),160,Fs,'yaxis');
ylim([6 15]);
set(gca,'visible','off')
colorbar off
%sorting spectrograms into the folders
if i == 1
tasknum = 1;
elseif i == 2
tasknum = 2;
elseif floor(i/4) == i/4
tasknum = 3;
else
tasknum = 4;
end
if j < 94
SaveLoc = strcat(fullfile(eeglab_path, 'physionet_files',
'Training',...
sprintf('Task%d',tasknum), sprintf('S%dR%d',[j i])),'.png');
else
SaveLoc = strcat(fullfile(eeglab_path, 'physionet_files',
'Testing', ...
sprintf('Task%d',tasknum), sprintf('S%dR%d',[j i])),'.png');
end
exportgraphics(hsp,SaveLoc,'Resolution',300);
ReImage = imread(SaveLoc);
%resize image
ResizedImage = imresize(CroppedImage, [224, 224]);
imwrite(ResizedImage,SaveLoc);
end

end

Appendix B: Trial 2 Spectrogram Plotting
clc
clear all
close all
eeglab_path = fileparts(which('eeglab.m')); % get EEGLAB path
[ALLEEG EEG CURRENTSET ALLCOM] = eeglab; % start EEGLAB
pop_editoptions( 'option_storedisk', 0); % Change option to process multiple
datasets
set(0,'DefaultFigureWindowStyle','docked'); %docks figures
%create folders to store plotted spectrogrms
mkdir(eeglab_path,'physionet_files');
mkdir(fullfile(eeglab_path,'physionet_files'),'Testing');
mkdir(fullfile(eeglab_path,'physionet_files'),'Training');
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for k = 1:4
mkdir(fullfile(eeglab_path,'physionet_files','Testing'),sprintf('Task%d',k));
mkdir(fullfile(eeglab_path,'physionet_files','Training'),sprintf('Task%d',k));
end
for j = 1:109
foldernum = strcat('S',num2str(j,'%03.f')); %set folder path
close all
for i = [1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14]
filename = fullfile(eeglab_path, 'physionet', foldernum,...
strcat(foldernum,'R',num2str(i,'%02.f'),'.edf'));
OUTEEG = pop_biosig( filename);
data = [OUTEEG.data(9,:); OUTEEG.data(11,:) ; OUTEEG.data(13,:)];
% loading data
Ts= OUTEEG.xmax;% sampling period
Fs= OUTEEG.srate;%sampling frequency
[N,nu]=size(data);%obtain size of data
%band-pass filter
Fn = Fs/2;
% Nyquist Frequency (Hz)
Wp = [7 14]/Fn;
% Passband Frequency (Normalised)
Ws = [6.5 14.5]/Fn;
% Stopband Frequency (Normalised)
Rp =
1;
% Passband Ripple (dB)
Rs = 30;
% Stopband Ripple (dB)
[n,Ws] = cheb2ord(Wp,Ws,Rp,Rs);
% Filter Order
[z,p,k] = cheby2(n,Rs,Ws);
% Filter Design
[sosbp,gbp] = zp2sos(z,p,k);
% Convert To Second-Order-Section For Stability
figure(3);
freqz(sosbp, 2^16, Fs);
% Filter Bode Plot
x1 = filtfilt(sosbp, gbp, double(data(1,:)));
% Filter Signal
%Spectrogram
hsp = figure;
Wind = 320; %window size
%spectrogram(x,window,overlap,NFFT,fs)
spectrogram(x1(1,1:9000),Wind,floor(Wind/1.5),320,Fs,'yaxis');
ylim([5.5 15.5]);
set(gca,'visible','off')
colorbar off
%sorting spectrograms into the folders
if i == 1
tasknum = 1;
elseif i == 2
tasknum = 2;
elseif floor(i/4) == i/4
tasknum = 3;
else
tasknum = 4;
end
if j < 94
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SaveLoc = strcat(fullfile(eeglab_path, 'physionet_files',
'Training',...
sprintf('Task%d',tasknum), sprintf('S%dR%d',[j i])),'.png');
else
SaveLoc = strcat(fullfile(eeglab_path, 'physionet_files',
'Testing', ...
sprintf('Task%d',tasknum), sprintf('S%dR%d',[j i])),'.png');
end
exportgraphics(hsp,SaveLoc,'Resolution',300);
ReImage = imread(SaveLoc);
%crop and resize image
CroppedImage = imcrop(ReImage, [252 0 755 2037]);
ResizedImage = imresize(CroppedImage, [224, 224]);
imwrite(ResizedImage,SaveLoc);
end

end

Appendix C: Trial 1 CNN Architecture
clc
clear all
close all
%Number of layers: 177
%Number of connections: 192
%Create Layer Graph
%Create the layer graph variable to contain the network layers.
lgraph = layerGraph();
%Add Layer Branches
%Add the branches of the network to the layer graph. Each branch is a linear
%array of layers.
tempLayers = [
imageInputLayer([224 224 3],"Name","input_1")
convolution2dLayer([7 7],64,"Name","conv1","Padding",[3 3 3 3],"Stride",[2
2])
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn_conv1","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_1_relu")
maxPooling2dLayer([3 3],"Name","max_pooling2d_1","Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Stride",[2 2])];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],64,"Name","res2a_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2a_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_2_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],64,"Name","res2a_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2a_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_3_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],256,"Name","res2a_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
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batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2a_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],256,"Name","res2a_branch1","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2a_branch1","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_1")
reluLayer("Name","activation_4_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],64,"Name","res2b_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2b_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_5_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],64,"Name","res2b_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2b_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_6_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],256,"Name","res2b_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2b_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_2")
reluLayer("Name","activation_7_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],64,"Name","res2c_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2c_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_8_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],64,"Name","res2c_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2c_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_9_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],256,"Name","res2c_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2c_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_3")
reluLayer("Name","activation_10_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],128,"Name","res3a_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Stride",[2 2])
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3a_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_11_relu")
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convolution2dLayer([3
3],128,"Name","res3a_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3a_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_12_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],512,"Name","res3a_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3a_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],512,"Name","res3a_branch1","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Stride",[2 2])
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3a_branch1","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_4")
reluLayer("Name","activation_13_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],128,"Name","res3b_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3b_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_14_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],128,"Name","res3b_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3b_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_15_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],512,"Name","res3b_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3b_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_5")
reluLayer("Name","activation_16_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],128,"Name","res3c_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3c_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_17_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],128,"Name","res3c_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3c_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_18_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],512,"Name","res3c_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3c_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_6")
reluLayer("Name","activation_19_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
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tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],128,"Name","res3d_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3d_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_20_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],128,"Name","res3d_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3d_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_21_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],512,"Name","res3d_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3d_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_7")
reluLayer("Name","activation_22_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],1024,"Name","res4a_branch1","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Stride",[2 2])
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4a_branch1","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],256,"Name","res4a_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Stride",[2 2])
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4a_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_23_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],256,"Name","res4a_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4a_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_24_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],1024,"Name","res4a_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4a_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_8")
reluLayer("Name","activation_25_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],256,"Name","res4b_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4b_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_26_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],256,"Name","res4b_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4b_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_27_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],1024,"Name","res4b_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4b_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
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lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_9")
reluLayer("Name","activation_28_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],256,"Name","res4c_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4c_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_29_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],256,"Name","res4c_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4c_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_30_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],1024,"Name","res4c_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4c_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_10")
reluLayer("Name","activation_31_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],256,"Name","res4d_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4d_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_32_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],256,"Name","res4d_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4d_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_33_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],1024,"Name","res4d_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4d_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_11")
reluLayer("Name","activation_34_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],256,"Name","res4e_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4e_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_35_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],256,"Name","res4e_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4e_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_36_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],1024,"Name","res4e_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4e_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
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lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_12")
reluLayer("Name","activation_37_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],256,"Name","res4f_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4f_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_38_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],256,"Name","res4f_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4f_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_39_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],1024,"Name","res4f_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4f_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_13")
reluLayer("Name","activation_40_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],2048,"Name","res5a_branch1","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Stride",[2 2])
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5a_branch1","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],512,"Name","res5a_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Stride",[2 2])
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5a_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_41_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],512,"Name","res5a_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5a_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_42_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],2048,"Name","res5a_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5a_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
[
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_14")
reluLayer("Name","activation_43_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],512,"Name","res5b_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5b_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_44_relu")
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convolution2dLayer([3
3],512,"Name","res5b_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5b_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_45_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],2048,"Name","res5b_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5b_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_15")
reluLayer("Name","activation_46_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],512,"Name","res5c_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5c_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_47_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],512,"Name","res5c_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5c_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_48_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],2048,"Name","res5c_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5c_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_16")
reluLayer("Name","activation_49_relu")
globalAveragePooling2dLayer("Name","avg_pool")
fullyConnectedLayer(4,"Name","fc","BiasLearnRateFactor",10,"WeightLearnRateFact
or",10)
softmaxLayer("Name","fc1000_softmax")
classificationLayer("Name","classoutput")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
% clean up helper variable
clear tempLayers;
%Connect
%Connect
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =

Layer Branches
all the branches of the network to create the network graph.
connectLayers(lgraph,"max_pooling2d_1","res2a_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"max_pooling2d_1","res2a_branch1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn2a_branch1","add_1/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn2a_branch2c","add_1/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_4_relu","res2b_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_4_relu","add_2/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn2b_branch2c","add_2/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_7_relu","res2c_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_7_relu","add_3/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn2c_branch2c","add_3/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_10_relu","res3a_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_10_relu","res3a_branch1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn3a_branch2c","add_4/in1");
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lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
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=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
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=
=
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=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
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connectLayers(lgraph,"bn3a_branch1","add_4/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_13_relu","res3b_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_13_relu","add_5/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn3b_branch2c","add_5/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_16_relu","res3c_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_16_relu","add_6/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn3c_branch2c","add_6/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_19_relu","res3d_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_19_relu","add_7/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn3d_branch2c","add_7/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_22_relu","res4a_branch1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_22_relu","res4a_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn4a_branch1","add_8/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn4a_branch2c","add_8/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_25_relu","res4b_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_25_relu","add_9/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn4b_branch2c","add_9/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_28_relu","res4c_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_28_relu","add_10/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn4c_branch2c","add_10/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_31_relu","res4d_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_31_relu","add_11/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn4d_branch2c","add_11/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_34_relu","res4e_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_34_relu","add_12/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn4e_branch2c","add_12/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_37_relu","res4f_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_37_relu","add_13/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn4f_branch2c","add_13/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_40_relu","res5a_branch1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_40_relu","res5a_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn5a_branch1","add_14/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn5a_branch2c","add_14/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_43_relu","res5b_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_43_relu","add_15/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn5b_branch2c","add_15/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_46_relu","res5c_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_46_relu","add_16/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn5c_branch2c","add_16/in1");

Appendix D: Trial 2 CNN Architecture
clc
clear all
close all
%Number of layers: 177
%Number of connections: 192
%Create Layer Graph
%Create the layer graph variable to contain the network layers.
lgraph = layerGraph();
%Add Layer Branches
%Add the branches of the network to the layer graph. Each branch is a linear
%array of layers.
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tempLayers = [
imageInputLayer([224 224 3],"Name","input_1")
convolution2dLayer([7 7],64,"Name","conv1","Padding",[3 3 3 3],"Stride",[2
2])
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn_conv1","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_1_relu")
maxPooling2dLayer([3 3],"Name","max_pooling2d_1","Padding",[1 1 1
1],"Stride",[2 2])];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],64,"Name","res2a_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2a_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_2_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],64,"Name","res2a_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2a_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_3_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],256,"Name","res2a_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2a_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],256,"Name","res2a_branch1","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2a_branch1","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_1")
reluLayer("Name","activation_4_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],64,"Name","res2b_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2b_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_5_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],64,"Name","res2b_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2b_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_6_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],256,"Name","res2b_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2b_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_2")
reluLayer("Name","activation_7_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
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convolution2dLayer([1
1],64,"Name","res2c_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2c_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_8_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],64,"Name","res2c_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2c_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_9_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],256,"Name","res2c_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn2c_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_3")
reluLayer("Name","activation_10_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],128,"Name","res3a_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Stride",[2 2])
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3a_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_11_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],128,"Name","res3a_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3a_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_12_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],512,"Name","res3a_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3a_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],512,"Name","res3a_branch1","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Stride",[2 2])
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3a_branch1","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_4")
reluLayer("Name","activation_13_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],128,"Name","res3b_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3b_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_14_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],128,"Name","res3b_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3b_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_15_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],512,"Name","res3b_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3b_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
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tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_5")
reluLayer("Name","activation_16_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],128,"Name","res3c_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3c_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_17_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],128,"Name","res3c_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3c_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_18_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],512,"Name","res3c_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3c_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_6")
reluLayer("Name","activation_19_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],128,"Name","res3d_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3d_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_20_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],128,"Name","res3d_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3d_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_21_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],512,"Name","res3d_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn3d_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_7")
reluLayer("Name","activation_22_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],1024,"Name","res4a_branch1","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Stride",[2 2])
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4a_branch1","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],256,"Name","res4a_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Stride",[2 2])
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4a_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_23_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],256,"Name","res4a_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4a_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
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reluLayer("Name","activation_24_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],1024,"Name","res4a_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4a_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_8")
reluLayer("Name","activation_25_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],256,"Name","res4b_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4b_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_26_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],256,"Name","res4b_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4b_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_27_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],1024,"Name","res4b_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4b_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_9")
reluLayer("Name","activation_28_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],256,"Name","res4c_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4c_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_29_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],256,"Name","res4c_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4c_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_30_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],1024,"Name","res4c_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4c_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_10")
reluLayer("Name","activation_31_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],256,"Name","res4d_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4d_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_32_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],256,"Name","res4d_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4d_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
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reluLayer("Name","activation_33_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],1024,"Name","res4d_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4d_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_11")
reluLayer("Name","activation_34_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],256,"Name","res4e_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4e_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_35_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],256,"Name","res4e_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4e_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_36_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],1024,"Name","res4e_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4e_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_12")
reluLayer("Name","activation_37_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],256,"Name","res4f_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4f_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_38_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],256,"Name","res4f_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4f_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_39_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],1024,"Name","res4f_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn4f_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_13")
reluLayer("Name","activation_40_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],2048,"Name","res5a_branch1","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Stride",[2 2])
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5a_branch1","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
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convolution2dLayer([1
1],512,"Name","res5a_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Stride",[2 2])
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5a_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_41_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],512,"Name","res5a_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5a_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_42_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],2048,"Name","res5a_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5a_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_14")
reluLayer("Name","activation_43_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],512,"Name","res5b_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5b_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_44_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],512,"Name","res5b_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5b_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_45_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],2048,"Name","res5b_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5b_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_15")
reluLayer("Name","activation_46_relu")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
convolution2dLayer([1
1],512,"Name","res5c_branch2a","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5c_branch2a","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_47_relu")
convolution2dLayer([3
3],512,"Name","res5c_branch2b","BiasLearnRateFactor",0,"Padding","same")
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5c_branch2b","Epsilon",0.001)
reluLayer("Name","activation_48_relu")
convolution2dLayer([1
1],2048,"Name","res5c_branch2c","BiasLearnRateFactor",0)
batchNormalizationLayer("Name","bn5c_branch2c","Epsilon",0.001)];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
tempLayers = [
additionLayer(2,"Name","add_16")
reluLayer("Name","activation_49_relu")
globalAveragePooling2dLayer("Name","avg_pool")
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fullyConnectedLayer(2,"Name","fc","BiasLearnRateFactor",10,"WeightLearnRateFact
or",10)
softmaxLayer("Name","fc1000_softmax")
classificationLayer("Name","classoutput")];
lgraph = addLayers(lgraph,tempLayers);
% clean up helper variable
clear tempLayers;
%Connect
%Connect
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =
lgraph =

Layer Branches
all the branches of the network to create the network graph.
connectLayers(lgraph,"max_pooling2d_1","res2a_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"max_pooling2d_1","res2a_branch1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn2a_branch1","add_1/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn2a_branch2c","add_1/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_4_relu","res2b_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_4_relu","add_2/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn2b_branch2c","add_2/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_7_relu","res2c_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_7_relu","add_3/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn2c_branch2c","add_3/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_10_relu","res3a_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_10_relu","res3a_branch1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn3a_branch2c","add_4/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn3a_branch1","add_4/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_13_relu","res3b_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_13_relu","add_5/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn3b_branch2c","add_5/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_16_relu","res3c_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_16_relu","add_6/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn3c_branch2c","add_6/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_19_relu","res3d_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_19_relu","add_7/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn3d_branch2c","add_7/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_22_relu","res4a_branch1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_22_relu","res4a_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn4a_branch1","add_8/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn4a_branch2c","add_8/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_25_relu","res4b_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_25_relu","add_9/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn4b_branch2c","add_9/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_28_relu","res4c_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_28_relu","add_10/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn4c_branch2c","add_10/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_31_relu","res4d_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_31_relu","add_11/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn4d_branch2c","add_11/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_34_relu","res4e_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_34_relu","add_12/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn4e_branch2c","add_12/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_37_relu","res4f_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_37_relu","add_13/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn4f_branch2c","add_13/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_40_relu","res5a_branch1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_40_relu","res5a_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn5a_branch1","add_14/in2");
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lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph
lgraph

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

connectLayers(lgraph,"bn5a_branch2c","add_14/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_43_relu","res5b_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_43_relu","add_15/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn5b_branch2c","add_15/in1");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_46_relu","res5c_branch2a");
connectLayers(lgraph,"activation_46_relu","add_16/in2");
connectLayers(lgraph,"bn5c_branch2c","add_16/in1");
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